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message from our chairman & founder

The SHA concept, influenced by ancient Asian knowledge
and absolute respect for nature, teaches us to eat mainly
vegetables, always prioritising local production, in order to
avoid the environmental damage caused by the transport of
goods, and seasonality, in order to reduce the considerable
energy requirements of year-round cold storage.
More important is to exclude dietary products derived from
land animals, which are a source of enormous environmental
imbalance. Is it justifiable to destroy hundreds of thousands of
hectares of forest a year to grow animal feed?
How do you explain that 95% of the world’s soy production
is destined for animal feed, when soy absorbs nutrients from
the soil, leaving it less fertile for other crops? This occurs on a
planet with more than 820 million people going hungry and
with an increasingly serious danger of desertification and
global warming. We must not make the situation worse.

SHA was born as a result of my personal experience. I needed
to share a treasure I had discovered that marked a turning
point in my health and in my life.
SHA is sustainable, not only in the details, which grow every
day, but in its philosophy. SHA understands the enormous
importance of living in harmony with our own being, with
our genes and with the environment, that is, in harmony with
existence. Our idea is to refine our reason, our spirit and our
body in order to achieve a longer and higher quality life, fully
enjoying this wonderful journey and thereby contributing to
prolonging our planet’s life.
In giving this idea a physical shape, we have always sought
to respect the balance between man and his creations. The
architecture of our building, with striking gardens, fountains
and almost three kilometres of hanging planters, allows each
room to have a large terrace and leafy planters, to get closer
to nature and help regenerate the oxygen we breathe. The
planters also shelter a multitude of other living beings that
contribute to creating an ecological balance, maintaining the
soil, regulating humidity and stabilising the microclimate. We
have draped this gorgeous green mantle on the landscape
taken up by our building, demonstrating our willingness to
compensate nature generously for the space we occupy.
With regard to lighting, we sought not only to minimise energy
use, but also to produce the least possible light pollution,
providing only minimal light in external spaces so as to not
disturb the natural circadian rhythms of the creatures that live
alongside us.
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In addition, between 5,000 and 20,000 litres of water are
needed to produce a single kilo of meat. A cow consumes ten
times what a human being consumes. There are already more
farm animals intended for human consumption than there are
people on the planet.
This is why SHA does not use any land animal products in
its food.
In the last 50 years, meat production has risen 480%, from 70
million tonnes to 360 million tonnes. It is illogical that half the
cereals produced around the world are fed to animals. Let’s
not be fooled by the ideal image of a green meadow where
cows graze happily. Instead let’s act on the sad reality of
thousands of animals raised under painful conditions on farms
so that they gain the most weight in the shortest time before
slaughter.
At the health level, the recommendations of the World Health
Organization and the United Nations are getting clearer all the
time. There are hundreds of studies that demonstrate the direct
relationship between the consumption of animal products
and disease. Just look at the nutritional recommendations of
the most prestigious universities, such as Harvard.
We are what we eat: our cells nourish and reproduce with
the nutrients we give them. Our health depends on food.
Next to breathing, eating is our most intimate relationship
with the environment. Let us get back in harmony, let us stop
damaging our wonderful and unique planet and let us enjoy a
fuller and healthier life.

Thinking about the generations to come reminds us that
we have no right to waste the planet’s resources. Despite
important advances in medicine, more than 8 million people
die from cancer every year in the world. There are about 35
million cancer patients in the world and an estimated 50
million mentally ill people. Many studies relate these illnesses
directly to food. The same goes for cardiovascular diseases,
diabetes and so many others. Going out for a hamburger in an
electric car won’t save the planet.
The SHA method includes rationalising energy consumption,
using recovered water to irrigate gardens, avoiding plastic and
a host of other necessary measures today, but our commitment
goes well beyond that. We prioritise natural therapies, we teach
guests how to improve their life habits, their physical activity,
their emotional control, and their breathing techniques and of
course when it is really necessary, we turn to the advances of
scientific medicine.
We are convinced that individual implementation of better
life habits and small sustainable actions, applied globally,
would accelerate the achievement of the objectives of the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) set by the United
Nations for 2030. We wish to contribute to those goals with an
important and necessary change of mentality that allows us to
live with true conscientiousness and humanity.

Alfredo Bataller Parietti
Chairman & Founder
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corporate social responsibility at SHA Wellness Clinic

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a way
to achieve a positive impact on society as a
whole while maximising the creation of shared
value for the company itself, customers,
employees, local communities as well as the
environment and society.
At SHA, we strongly believe that everything
can be improved. Over the years we have
sought constant improvement. We are
relentless in our search for innovation and
alternatives that facilitate growth without
negatively affecting our planet and with the
certainty that we are generating a positive
economic, social and environmental impact.

WE SEE CSR AS AN
OPP ORTUNIT Y
• To build trust through honesty
• To engage in a long-term thinking
• To innovate without harming the planet
• To practise our corporate values: Integrity,
Happiness, Evolution, Care and Excellence
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CSR & UN Sustainable Development Goals

CSR & UN Sustainable
Development Goals
Our CSR program is aligned with the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals, which were established
in 2015 to achieve a better and more sustainable future
for all, addressing the global challenges we face including
those related to poverty, inequality, climate, environmental
degradation, prosperity and peace and justice by 2030.
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change and change the world

Change and
change the world
WHAT IS CHANGE?
CHANGE means being or doing differently.
It means to exchange one thing for something else.
It requires movement and initiative. No one can change
without wanting to change.

HOW DO WE CHANGE?
We believe that small moves make big movements and we
are committed to changing not only our corporate culture
and the lives of our guests but many others as well.
If we, at SHA, change and adapt, we are taking this
small move forward and contributing to a gradual global
change that will indeed affect our circle of influence and
consequently the world.
This is our motto and to symbolise it we created a special
logo to reflect this process of influence, highlighting the
environmental impact of our decisions and the power
of change.
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Our
manifesto
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our manifesto

Our manifesto integrates our principles,
beliefs and goals. We acknowledge our role as
a communicator and we are grateful to serve
as a bridge. Sharing all the knowledge we have
access to, inspiring and positively influencing
the lives of the people around us drives us
as a company.
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our manifesto

C I RC U L A R I T Y
Our planet needs us to rethink our behaviour as consumers and the way we do business. It is past time
to discard the predominant linear economic model, based only on Take-Make-Dispose, and choose
the path of sustainability and circularity, focusing on reducing, reusing, recycling and redesigning our
resources, materials and products.

CA R B O N FO OT P R I N T
& N AT U R A L R E S O U RC E S
We are determined to reduce our carbon footprint and consumption
of water and energy resources. In addition to applying a series
of corrective and preventive measures in our daily operations to
achieve this reduction, we are constantly encouraging our guests
and staff to change small habits which will help us to consume
sustainably.

EC O C OS M E T I C
& SUSTA I N A B L E FAS H I O N
Cosmetics and the fashion industry are following the progress of
sustainability. After all, luxury does not need not be, nor should
it be, related to exploitation and animal cruelty. SHA already
offers a wide range of organic, natural and cruelty-free products.
Nevertheless, we are committed to continuing on this path and by
2022, to doubling our offer of ecologically responsible and crueltyfree alternatives.

B E AT I N G P L AST I C
A N D PA P E R C O N SU M P T I O N
Plastic and paper consumption are very present in our daily lives. According to the United Nations, about
13 million tonnes of plastic is dumped into the oceans every year, affecting biodiversity, the economy
and our health. While plastic has many valuable uses, our society has become addicted to single-use
or disposable plastic. With regards to paper, 4 billion trees each year are cut approximately to make
paper, which accounts for 35% of the total trees cut in the world. It is possible to reduce this negative
impact by investing in technological innovations that replace paper use or if we choose to use recycled
paper since its production uses less energy, water and produces fewer carbon emissions than the
manufacturing of non-recycled paper.
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C O N S C I O US N U T R I T I O N
Through nutrition, we bring consciousness about meat consumption since it is a huge contributing factor
to global warming. Studies show that the livestock sector absorbs more than 8% of the water used by
humans around the world and is responsible for 18% of greenhouse gas emissions globally. Furthermore,
by using seasonal and mostly organic products in our kitchens, we guarantee the freshness, flavour and
nutritional value of the product and at the same time promotes environmentally friendly consumption that
avoids transportation-related pollution.

EQ U I T Y, D I V E RS I T Y A N D I N C LUS I O N
We firmly believe that our employees, whom we called Talents, are
the core of our company and that by prioritising diversity, equity and
inclusion, we generate respect, valuing differences and minimising
prejudice. Ultimately, it unleashes several benefits, not only for the
company but also for our Talents and our society.

R A I S I N G C O N S C I O US N E SS
BY S H A R I N G K N OW L E D G E
Knowledge was meant to be shared. What is the value of having the
privilege of knowledge if we do not use it to nourish those around
us? Thus, we seek to inspire others daily and to create a positive flow
of consciousness, care, health and well-being through lectures, our
magazine, talks, media articles and social media posts.

Z E RO WAST E
It means consuming only what we need, being responsible and using the necessary means to avoid
waste, as well as being interested in the origin of the product and being aware that wasting food not
only has an economic cost but also a social impact. More than a trillion tonnes of food are thrown out
per year, while a ninth of the world’s population is underfed. The wasted food also represents 8% of the
greenhouse effect that the planet suffers.
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Our
strategy
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our strategy

Our CSR project is fully incorporated into
the mission and values of our company. The
strategy adopted reflects our concern and
respect for our surroundings: our people, our
community and our environment. The structure
of our strategy is based on 3 phases:
1. The identification of our stakeholders and
their involvement in the process.
2. The establishment of a workgroup.
3. The identification of our priority areas.
Once these 3 phases were completed, the
following step was to carry out an exhaustive
review of all actions already developed and
completed in each priority area, define our
targets, our commitments and align it to the UN
Sustainable Development Goals.
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our commitment with stakeholders

Our commitment
with stakeholders
W H O I S I N VO LV E D?
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H OW A R E T H E Y I N VO LV E D I N T H E P RO C E SS?

GUESTS
Our most valuable advisors and supporters. We rely on their opinions to continue
growing and striving for excellence through various tools such as feedbacks,
meetings with our Management Team and Customer Satisfaction Questionnaires.

TALENTS
A fundamental part of what we are as a company and are key to the diffusion of
our knowledge. Through Satisfaction Questionnaires on a quarterly and annual
basis, performance appraisal meetings held throughout the year and biannual All
Talents meeting, we are able to monitor their satisfaction and act to meet their
expectations.

PARTNERS
Help us boost our business in an increasingly competitive and innovative market.
We maintain a direct relationship with travel agencies and tour operators through
FAM Trips as well as with international PR that help us expand our concept across
borders via media coverage.

COMMUNITY
Our local community contributes to our identity as a company, it is part of SHA.
Through active participation in local associations and collaboration with local
suppliers, promotion of local heritage as well as healthy habits among community
members, we ensure social development.

SUPPLIERS
Through a clear and objective Purchasing Policy, our Purchasing Department
maintains a close relationship and open communication with our suppliers. Thus,
allowing us to trade fairly, transparently and always respecting the environment as
well as monitoring compliance.
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Priority
areas
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priority areas

We have focused on three priority areas,
in which we grouped all our actions and
commitments: the environment, our Talents
and our community.
The environment makes up our
surroundings and affects our ability to live
on planet Earth, which is everything:
the air we breathe, the water, the plants,
the animal species and more. Therefore,
it is our responsibility to take action and
manage and minimise our footprint.
Our Talents are the face of our services
and embody the values of our company
each day. It is essential to engage with
them, maintain their satisfaction and
ensure their well-being.
Our community is the place that welcomed
us and that we are part of. By contributing
to their awareness by knowledge-sharing,
we ensure sustainable development.
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priority areas

01

MANAGING OUR
FOOTPRINT
We have established an
environmental responsibility
policy with an ethical
approach. New ecoinnovative initiatives are
constantly explored to
continue improving on this
path of caring for our greatest
treasure, the planet.
Environment
SHA Wellness Clinic is located on
the shores of the Mediterranean
Sea and nestled in the Natural
Park of Sierra Gelada, a place
with plant species of great
interest.
Its terrestrial fauna include a
variety of seabirds. It is home
to the second most important
population of seabirds in the
Valencian Community.
Its clear marine waters host
valuable and well-preserved sea
grass prairies. You can also find
numerous other species such as
the Bottlenose Dolphin and the
threatened Nacra.

RELATED
GOALS
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managing our footpring

PROGRESS
» Offering of organic and seasonal products

TARGETS
» Implementing a
Circular Economy
» Promoting a conscious
nutrition
» Promoting a culture of care
and responsibility for our
environment within our sector
» Reducing natural resource
consumption

» Specific menu to minimise food waste
» Composting our organic waste
» Creation of an organic garden
» Installation of charging points for electric cars
» Installation of external charging points for scooters, bikes
and other personal transport for Talents
» Replacing amenities packaging with more sustainable
material
» Replacing plastic cups and bottles with sustainable
material
» Replacing plastic laundry hangers with sustainable
material
» Reusing clean linen
» Waste separation bins in Common Areas, Wellness, Clinic,

Circularity
Putting the principles of circular economics into
practice in our operations is a key point in properly
managing our environmental footprint. We consider
it important and necessary to use sustainable design
in the creation of our products, whenever possible
choosing durable, recyclable materials. Also, we
encourage recycling in our facilities by both our guests
and our Talents.
Nutrition concept
According to several studies, it is more than clear
that avoiding meat and dairy products is the most
effective way to reduce our environmental impact on
the planet. Studies show that without meat and dairy
consumption, global farmland use could be reduced
by more than 75% – an area equivalent to the US,
China, European Union and Australia combined – and
still feed the world.
Nutrition is one of the cornerstones of our concept, so
it is a matter of great interest to us and we are proud
to contribute on a daily basis: we do not use dairy or
red meat in our guest menus, instead focusing mainly
on organic and seasonal products, and we inculcate
these healthy and sustainable habits in all those who
visit us.

Office, SHAmadi, The Green Break and The Chef’s Studio
» Replacement of plastic bottle water dispenser for
Reverse Osmosis System
» Creation of branded products with environmentally
responsible material
» Use of recycled paper in the office area
» Gradual digitalisation of the entire company, starting with
the creation of the SHA application aimed at our guests.
» Promotion of vegan, organic and cruelty-free cosmetics
brands at SHA Boutique
» Promotion of fashion brands that use organic and
cruelty-free materials at SHA Boutique
» Incorporation of low-flow showerheads to reduce
water use
» Gradual replacement of electronic devices with more
energy-efficient models
» Promoting a culture of recycling office materials,
technological appliances and furniture, across
departments
» Gradual replacement of all SHA light bulbs with LEDs

priority areas

HOW WE ARE DOING

PLASTIC

208kg

CUPS

of compost
generated *

AV O I D E D

140,000

2

U N I T S*

147 DOCUMENTARY
screenings with educational

ORGANIC

GARDEN

CONTENT IN OUR GUEST CINEMA*
ELECTRICITY USE

WATER USE

KW/H PER GUEST NIGHT * M³ PER GUEST NIGHT *

36

GAS USE

KG PER GUEST NIGHT *

36
3,22
0,78

2,69

0,80

20 KINDS OF VEGETABLE

plants to be used

I N O U R K I T C H E N*

ELECTRICAL
MOBILITY
2 charging points
FOR ELECTRIC CARS

2017

2018

2017

2018

2017

2018

44,968 PLASTIC BOTTLES AVOIDED
by using Tetra Pack packaged water *

1 multi-charging
point for Talents

USING ELECTRIC WAYS OF
T R A N S P O R TAT I O N

*All data shown are estimated until December 2019
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managing our footpring

COMMITMENTS
• Replacement of plastic flip-flops with sustainable material
• Replacing all the amenities packaging to be completely plastic-free
• Use of recycled paper throughout SHA
• Gradually replace all SHA light bulbs with LEDs
• Finalise the internal structure to re-use wastewater or irrigation
• Gradually incorporate mechanisms and software to digitalise the
company, avoiding print and physical archives
• Gradually upgrade SHA’s car fleet to hybrids and/or electric cars
• Achieve Restaurant certification for organic products
• Expand our organic garden and increase its use in SHAmadi dishes
• Develop educational activities that promote bio-gardens and
seasonal produce
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priority areas

02

ENGAGING
OUR TALENTS
Since SHA’s creation, we have
made it clear in our minds
and in our operations that
more than employees, we
have Talents. The SHA Team
has always been one of the
things guests value the most,
due to their professionalism
and human warmth. Our
Talents accompany us daily
on the quest for excellence,
striving for results that help us
achieve the company’s annual
strategic goals.
Policies
Through clear policies on fairness,
equality, diversity, work-life balance
and remuneration, we ensure the
professional well-being of our
Talents.
Satisfaction
Every year we carry out a
questionnaire to evaluate our
Talents’ level of satisfaction with the
company, facilities, their positions
and management team, among
other things. This data enables us
to identify improved opportunities,
monitor progress, design
motivational benefits and pursue
innovation that will allow us and our
Talents to evolve.

RELATED
GOALS
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engaging our talents

PROGRESS
TARGETS
» To ensure rights, equality and
inclusion through fair policies
» To ensure equitable and fair
professional development
» To ensure the optimal balance between
professional and personal lives
» To encourage good work through
recognition and corporate events
» To promote healthy habits in daily life
» To encourage caring for our

» Diversity and equality in jobs positions
» Clear internal policy on social, gender or racial
discrimination
» Clear internal policy on moral and sexual harassment
» Clear internal policies that ensure the right to annual
vacations paid to all SHA Talents
» Company investment in on-going training of SHA Talents
» Ensuring proper professional development through
individualised career plans, internal promotions
empowerment training and team building
» Family- and multiculturally-friendly policies:
•

Flexible hours, irregular distribution of working hours

•

Flexible vacations for Talents with special needs
(expatriates with families abroad, religious reasons,

environment
» To have a contagious and
exponential effect on the lives of
our Talents

maternity or paternity)

» Adaptable shifts and schedules for family reasons
» Healthy food free of charge in The Green Break, our
Talent’s restaurant
» Ensuring health care through nutritional coaching,
medical and nursing assistant as well as advice for
improving health habits

Benefits
Each benefit offered is designed specifically for our Talents
with the premise of rewarding them and adding extra value
to belonging to the SHA team.
The benefits are varied, from in-housed treatments and
services free or reduced cost serviced, internal training
with our experts and discounts on external training via
partnerships with local companies.
Personal and professional development
Ensuring consistent and ambitious development is one of
the main goals of our Human Capital department. It uses
tools and techniques such as performance appraisals,
periodic meetings of micro and macro management,
varied training, recognition and others.We also practise and
encourage open and direct communication at all times,
to create closeness and a good working relationship.

» Accessible facilities for people with reduced mobility or
disabilities
» Employee satisfaction monitoring through annual
questionnaires
» SHA Benefits program with several discounts and
special benefits accessible to all SHA Talents
» Recognition actions and events:
•

Monthly and Yearly award to Talents

•

Quarterly and Yearly award to Managers
and Supervisors

•

White Summer Party

•

SHA Talents Awards & Christmas Party

•

Family day

•

Company success celebrations

•

Special celebrations (multicultural gastronomy, special
days such as Labour Day, Women’s Day, Wellness Day,
National Holidays, etc)

» Promotion of car-sharing among Talents

priority areas

HOW WE ARE DOING

AGES OF OUR TALENTS
122

117

72,306€ and

73

5,000 HOURS
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Gen Z

Millennials

Gen X

Boomers

Estimated investment

IN EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION

*
60,188 €

I N V E ST E D

in Talent training*
THE SHA TEAM
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INTERNAL

PROMOTIONS*

MULTICULTURALITY
a m o n g o u r Ta l e n t s

56%

Talent Development

48

of our management

team comes from
INTERNAL PROMOTION

D I F F E R E N T

nationalities

*All data shown are estimated until December 2019
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engaging our talents

COMMITMENTS
» Improvement of facilities
» Continue investing in improving the health of our Talents
» Encourage and help Talents who want to quit smoking
and/or those who want to reach their best weight and
physical shape
» SHA Talks on nutrition, cognitive improvement and stress
management
» Online meditation and fitness courses
» Creation of health challenges to motivate the team
» Continue promoting friendly mobility/transport
» Earn the Great Place to Work certification
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priority areas

03

ENGAGING WITH
OUR COMMUNITY
We are located in a privileged
area and settled in a
multicultural community that
enriches us in many ways.
Our purpose is to be a leading
organization in our community,
bringing conscious awareness
for complex issues through an
easy approach, allowing those
around us to relate these
topics with their daily routines.

SHAring Knowledge
For SHA, sharing knowledge is
a way to expand, to break down
borders and to see that through
this exchange we can help our
community and its circles of
influence broaden their horizons
on topics such as health,
nutrition, lifestyle, health and the
environment.

RELATED
GOALS
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engaging our community

PROGRESS
» Using SHA Magazine as an engine for spreading

TARGETS

dissemination educational, inspirational and
innovative content
» Posts on social networks related to health, wellness

» To promote a healthy lifestyle by
generating awareness through
knowledge
» To encourage caring for the planet
» To boost local trade and
entrepreneurship
» To promote local artists and local
heritage

and lifestyle tips
» Social integration events with disabled people
» Publication of our Recipes Book to promote healthy
cooking
» Partnerships with local associations and entrepreneurs
» Active collaboration in a local think tank for the
promotion of social and business progress
» Active collaboration in the promotion of our local
community as a health destination
» Supporting sports practice by sponsoring a local
sport team

SHA Foundation
The SHA Foundation was created to investigate,
promote and teach how nutrition and health are
closely related. In response to the existing malnutrition
issues prevalent in society, whether it’s due to scarcity,
excesses, the consumption of inadequate products or
ones causing unwanted secondary effects and how is
affecting the population’s health, the SHA Foundation
aims to have a positive impact on people’s health, by
studying and investigating the importance of nutrition for
optimum health.
Promotion of Local Heritage and Health Tourism
Every day we show our guests the wonders of our
area through group walks to the main points of
interest, exhibits by local artists, and gastronomy and
entertainment inspired by the region.
Suppliers
Our purchasing process is a fundamental part of our
operations. We seek to maintain a trusting relationship
with our suppliers and work with companies that
share the same ethical and environmental values as
SHA. Also, whenever possible, we choose to partner
with local suppliers, which help us to manage our
environmental footprint and contributing to the progress
of small and medium-sized businesses in the area.

» Promoting of our local heritage through daily
outdoor activities
» Promoting local artists through art and music
exhibitions
» Open masterclasses for the local community
» Open yoga classes at Madrid Airport
» Development of social project against malnutrition
in Africa
» Collaboration with international foundations, such as
Happy Hearts Foundation, Red Cross in Mexico City
and Naked Hearts Foundation.

priority areas

HOW WE ARE DOING

d u r i n g

t h i s

ye a r

WE HAVE HOSTED

3 1 9 D A Y S 70

OUR LOCAL HERITAGE *

BY SUPPORTING

charity events

SHA MAGAZINE *

Naked Heart Foundation

that promotes

WE SHOW UP

published in

Ciudad de Mexico

347 walks

Happy Hearts Foundation

A R T E X H I B I T S*

ABOUT HEALTH, ART
nutrition & sustainability

Gala Cruz Roja

OF LOCAL

articles

nineteen
we collaborate with more than

10

associations

d e d i c a t e d t o
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

different activities
THAT TRANSMIT
S PA N I S H C U LT U R E

TO G U E S T S D U R I N G 2 0 1 9*

*All data shown are estimated until December 2019
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engaging our community

COMMITMENTS
» Reforestation activity in the Serra Gelada Natural Park
» Implementation of a calendar of social events that benefit
our community at different levels
» Expansion of business partnerships with local
establishments that benefit stakeholders
» Encourage our community to take care of the planet
through actions with an environmental context, such as
SHA talks, articles in social media and other activities
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change makers team

Change
makers
team
32

change makers team

A B O U T US
The Change Makers is a team of SHA Talents
with roles in different areas, which allows
us to have a great diversity of ideas and
different points of view. Besides, we have the
help of volunteer-Talents that help us carry
out specific activities.

W H AT I S T H E M A I N G OA L
OF OUR TEAM?
Raise awareness and facilitate access to
information. Our goal is to make complex
problems understandable, addressing issues
in a serious but fun way. Also, we actively
participate in decision making and in the
process of implementing actions within our
areas of influence.
We want to make our corporate values
reality and be ambassadors for each of
them. Inspiring, educating and encouraging
change is our purpose and to achieve it, we
are working on different types of actions and
activities that will help us carry our message
to many more people.
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There is no plan B for our
planet and our health.
We are what we breathe,
we are our choices
and our actions.
Let’s go a step further,
the extra mile to be
part of a positive
transformation.
Beyond caring
and protecting our
environment
let’s change it
for the better.

